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Abstract 
In present work, we investigate the numerical solution of time-fractional Jaulent–
Miodek (JM) equations with the aid of two novel techniques namely, coupled fractional 
reduced differential transform method (CFRDTM) and  -homotopy analysis transform 
method ( -HATM). The obtained solutions are presented in a series form, which are 
converges rapidly. In order to verify the proposed techniques are reliable and accurate, the 
numerical simulations have been conducted in terms of absolute error. The obtained 
solutions are presented graphically to ensure the applicability and validity of the considered 
algorithms. The results of the study reveal that, the  -HATM is computationally very effective 
and accurate as compared to CFRDTM to analyse fractional nonlinear coupled JM equations.  
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1. Introduction  
The concept of fractional calculus although 323 years in 2018, has really showed a 
tremendous consideration and attention in the last 55 years particularly in 1967 Caputo 
made the first modification under his investigation [1,2]. It has been proved by many pioneers 
that the integer order models are generalized by fractional order, describe the complex 
phenomena in a very effective manner [3,4]. The integer order derivatives are local in nature 
whereas the Caputo fractional derivatives are nonlocal that is, using the integer order 
derivative, we can analyse the variations in a neighbourhood of a point but by employing the 
Caputo fractional derivative we can study the changes in complete interval. This fractional 
differential operator has been applied to study and model the real world problems in many 
connected areas of science, engineering and technology [5-7].  Moreover, due to the efficient  
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and accurate results obtained while applying FC as a mathematical tool in many fields,  
researcher working in engineering, technology and other branch of science then mathematics 
has also been trying to point out their viewpoint. 
The major merit of FC has proven to be a very suitable tool for describing hereditary 
memory properties of various phenomena and in additionally, conventional calculus is only a 
narrow subset of fractional calculus. The mathematical groundwork for derivatives and 
integrals of fractional order was laid through combined efforts of senior researchers such are 
Liouville [8], Riemann [9], Caputo [10], Miller and Ross [11], Podlubny [12] and others. The 
theory of fractional-order calculus has been related to practical projects and it has been 
applied to chaos theory [13], signal processing [14], electrodynamics [15], finance [16], and 
other areas. The analytical and numerical solution for differential equations (DE) of arbitrary 
order arised in the above phenomena plays a critical role in describing the characters of 
nonlinear problems exist in daily life. 
In 1979, Jaulent and Miodek derived the equation as an extension to energy-dependent 
potentials [17-18] called Jaulent-Miodek equation. The JM equation arised in several 
associated areas of physics such as fluid mechanics [19], condense matter physics [20], optics 
[21], and plasma physics [22]. This study is dedicated to investigating the numerical solution 
for arbitrary order of the following anomalous and challenging physical model,  
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(1) 
The nonlinear coupled JM equation has been investigated in past years by many authors 
through distinct techniques like, Sumudu transform homotopy perturbation method 
(STHPM) [23], Hermite Wavelets and OHAM [24], Invariant subspace method [25], and others 
[26-28]. 
On other hand, the last three decades have been witnessed for the discovery of a 
number of new techniques to explain the non-linear differential system having fractional 
order, and in parallel to the development of new computational algorithms and symbolic 
programming. The analytical and numerical solutions for the non-linear fractional differential 
equations have fundamental importance. Since, most of the complex phenomena are modelled 
mathematically by non-linear fractional differential equations. In connection with this, 
Reduced differential transform method (RDTM) is introduced by Keskin and Oturance [29] 
in 2009, to find solution for linear and nonlinear differential equations [30-31]. The author in 
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[32-33] modified the RDTM to study and find the numerical solution for coupled fractional 
differential equations, called Coupled fractional differential transform method (CFRDTM). 
Besides this, in 1992, Liao Shijun proposed homotopy analysis method (HAM) [34-35], and it 
has been effectively employing to find the solution for problems arises in science and 
technology. The q-HATM was introduced and nurtured by Singh et al. [36] and which is an 
elegant amalgamation of  -HAM and Laplace transform.  
 
2. Preliminaries  
In the present section, we recall some definitions and properties of fractional calculus 
and Laplace transform: 
Definition 1. The fractional integral of a function                and of order    , 
initially defined by Riemann-Liouville and which is presented [8-9] as 
        
 
    
               
 
 
,            .  (1) 
Definition 2. The fractional derivative of      
  in the Caputo [10] sense is defined as 
 
  
       
 
      
   
                                                                               
 
      
                                     
 
 
  (2) 
where   is the order of the derivative.  
Definition 3. The Laplace transform (  ) of a Caputo fractional derivative   
      is 
represented [12,37] as 
     
                            
                       , (3) 
where      is symbolize the LT of the function     .  
 
Theorem 1  Generalized Taylor’s formula   38] 
 Suppose that   
              for            , where      , and then we 
have 
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where  
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  (  times). 
 
3. Coupled Fractional Reduced Differential Transform Method (CFRDTM) 
 In order to present coupled fractional reduced differential transform,          is 
symbolised as the coupled fractional reduced differential transform of       . If function 
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       is analytic and continuously differentiated with respect to time  , then we define the 
fractional coupled reduced differential transform (CFRDT) of        as 
          
 
              
                      
   
, (5) 
where as the inverse transform of          is presented as 
                           
 
   
 
 
   
 
which is one of the solutions of coupled fractional differential equations. 
 
Theorem 2 [39]  Suppose that                   and          are the coupled 
fractional reduced differential transform of the function               and      , 
respectively.  
(i) If                     , then                          . 
(ii) If               , where    , then                  . 
(iii) If                    , then                                    
 
     
(iv) If          
         then          
                  
              
            
(v) If          
 
        then          
                
              
            
 
4. Fundamental idea of  -homotopy analysis transform method ( -HATM) 
To present the fundamental idea of  -HATM [40-43], we consider a fractional order 
nonlinear partial differential equation of the form: 
   
                                                  , (6) 
where   
          denotes the Caputo’s fractional derivative of the function             is 
the bounded linear differential operator in   and  , (i.e., for a number     we have 
         ),   specifies the nonlinear differential operator and Lipschitz continuous with 
    satisfying               , and          represents the source term.  
Now, by employing the    on equation (6), we get  
                                                                             . (7) 
On simplifying equation (7), we have 
            
 
  
                 
 
  
                                               . (8) 
According to homotopy analysis method [35], the nonlinear operator defined as  
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                                           , 
(9) 
where      
 
 
 , and           is real function of       and  . 
We construct a homotopy for non-zero auxiliary function as follows: 
                                              , (10) 
where   be a symbol of the   ,      
 
 
        is the embedding parameter,     is an 
auxiliary parameter,            is an unknown function,           is an initial guess of 
        . The following results hold respectively for     and   
  
 
; 
                              
 
 
          . (11) 
Thus, by amplifying   from   to  
 
 
, the solution            converge from           to the 
solution        . Expanding the function            in series form by employing Taylor 
theorem [37] near to  , one can get 
                                 
  
   , (12) 
where 
           
 
  
            
   
    . (13) 
On choosing the auxiliary linear operator,             and  , the series (12) converges 
at   
 
 
 and then it yields one of the solutions for equation (6) 
                               
 
 
 
  
   . (14) 
Now, differentiating the     -   order deformation equation (10)  -times with respect to   
and then dividing by   and finally taking    , which gives 
                                       , (15) 
where  
                                         (16) 
Employing the inverse    on equation (15), it yields 
                           
              , (17) 
where 
                              
  
 
                           
 
  
              
                           
 
  
               
(18) 
and 
      
        
        
  (19) 
In equation (18),   denotes homotopy polynomial and defined as 
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and                    
         (20) 
By equations (17) and (18), we have 
                                
  
 
                              
                         
 
  
                  
 
  
              . 
(21) 
Finally, on solving equation (21) we get the iterative terms of         . The  -HATM series 
solution is presented by  
                    
 
     (22) 
 
5   CFRDTM solution for time-fractional coupled Jaulent-Miodek equations 
Consider the coupled Jaulent-Miodek equations of time-fractional order [23-24]:  
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with initial conditions  
        
 
 
             
  
 
     
             
  
 
                         
(25) 
(26) 
 
where   is arbitrary constant and        . In order to assess the advantages and the 
accuracy of the CFRDTM, we consider the fractional coupled J-M equations. Firstly, we derive 
the recursive formula from equations (23) and (24). Now,            and           are 
piked as the CFRDT of        and         respectively, where        and        are the 
solutions of coupled differential equations of fractional order. Here,               and 
              are the given initial conditions. The following assumptions have been 
considered without loss of generality: 
                      
                      
Employing CFRDTM to equation (23), we get the following recursive formula: 
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By using the initial condition considered in Equation (25), we get 
                (28) 
In the similar way, we can get the recursive formula from Equation (24) as: 
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In the same manner, from the equation (26), we have 
                
 
(30) 
According to CFRDTM, using recursive equations (27) and (29) with initial conditions 
respectively considered in equations (28) and (30) simultaneously, we get 
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The obtained approximate solutions in the series form are presented as 
                                 
 
    
               
 
 
            
  
 
   
                  
  
 
   
      
 
                                 
  
 
    
          
 
                   
                                  
  
 
     
           
    
                                
 
    
                      
  
 
  
                  
  
 
   
      
 
                       
  
 
     
         
 
                        
                                    
  
 
    
          
    
 
6    -HATM solution for time-fractional coupled Jaulent-Miodek equations 
Consider the coupled J-M equations of arbitrary order 
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with initial conditions  
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Now by performing    on Equation (31) and make use of conditions provided in Equation 
(32), we get 
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By the help of Equation (33), we define the non-linear operators as  
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By applying proposed algorithm, the deformation equation of -   order is given as 
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(35) 
where  
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By applying inverse    on Equation (35), we get 
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(37) 
On solving above system of equations, we obtain 
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In the similar way, the rest of the iterative terms can be found. Then, the family of  -HATM 
series solution of the of Equation (31) is given by 
                          
 
 
 
 
 
     
                         
 
 
 
 
 
     
(38) 
If we set           and    , then the obtained solutions          
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of the classical order coupled Jaulent-Miodek equations as   . 
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Figure 1  (a) Surface of CFRDTM solution (b) Surface of  -HATM solution (c) Surface of Exact 
solution (d) Surface of Absolute error                  (e) Surface of Absolute error 
                 at                and        
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Figure 2  (a) Behaviour of CFRDTM solution (b) Behaviour of  -HATM solution (c) Surface of 
Exact solution (d) Nature of Absolute error                (e) Nature of Absolute error 
               at                and        
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Figure 3  Nature of CFRDTM and  -HATM solution        with respect to   at         
       and     with diverse   and    
 
                 
 
                   
Figure 4  Response of CFRDTM and  -HATM solution       with respect to   when   
             and     with diverse   and    
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Figure 5   -curves drown for        with diverse   at            and        for 
distinct  . 
 
Figure 6   -curves drown for       with diverse   at           and         for 
distinct  . 
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Figure 7  Surface of coupled  -HATM solutions        and       at              
  and      
 
Table 1 Numerical simulation regard to        in terms of absolute error obtained by 
CFRDTM for the Equation (23) with distinct   and   when       at diverse value of   and  . 
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Table 2 Numerical simulation regard to        in terms of absolute error obtained by 
CFRDTM for the Equation (24) with diverse   and   when       at distinct value of   and  . 
                                   
    
                                                        
                                                        
                                                        
                                                        
                                                      
    
                                                        
                                                        
                                                        
                                                        
                                                      
    
                                                        
                                                        
                                                        
                                                        
                                                      
    
                                                        
                                                        
                                                        
                                                        
                                                      
  
                                                        
                                                        
                                                        
                                                        
                                                      
 
Table 3 Numerical study regard to        in terms of absolute error obtained by  -HATM for 
system considered in the Equation (31) with diverse   and   when            and 
       at distinct value of  . 
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system considered in the Equation (31) with diverse   and   when            and 
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Table 5 Comparative study between CFRDTM [15] and  -HATM for        and        at 
                  and       with diverse   and  . 
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7. Numerical results and discussion  
In this part, we present numerical study to confirm the accuracy of the numerical 
solution obtained by the two efficient schemes. In Tables 1 and 2, we present a numerical 
simulation for fractional coupled JM equations considered in Equation (24) employed by 
CFRDTM with different   and   for distinct Brownian motion and standard motion      
  . Similarly, we conduct a numerical study for coupled system considered in Equation (31) 
with the aid of an efficient algorithm called  -HATM is cited in Tables 3 and 4. Form these 
tables we can see that, as order increases from 0.6 to 1, the solution get closure to the exact 
solution. In Table 5, we compared the numerical solutions obtained by two considered 
computational technique in terms of absolute error.  
The behaviour of the solution        obtained by CFRDTM and  -HATM are presented 
in Figures 1 (a) and 1 (b) respectively. The nature of the exact solution for JM equation is 
cited in Figure 1(c) and absolute error for the corresponding equation obtained with the aid 
of CFRDTM and  -HATM are respectively demonstrated in Figures 1 (d) and 1 (e). In a similar 
manner, the CFRDTM and  -HATM solution       for Eqs  (24) and (31) is shown in Figure 
2. The Figures 3 and 4 are the response of obtained solutions with the help of CFRDTM and  -
HATM for considered fractional JM equations with distinct Brownian motion and standard 
motion        . Figures 5 and 6 demonstrate the  -curves for the distinct values of   and 
  for the coupled system considered in Equation (31) and which help us to adjust and control 
the convergence region of the series solution. Finally, the coupled surfaces of fractional JM 
equations consider in Equation (31) are shown in the Figure 7, which guidance us to 
understand the behaviour of coupled system. 
 
8. Conclusion: 
In the this study, we have been successfully employed two novel techniques to find the 
numerical solution of fractional coupled Jaulent–Miodek equations associated with energy-
dependent Schrodinger potential. Agreement between numerical results obtained by 
CFRDTM and  -HATM with exact solutions appears very appreciable by means of illustrative 
results in Tables 1–5. The proposed algorithms are easy to implement, suitable and effective 
for obtaining the solutions of nonlinear coupled JM equations of fractional order. Moreover, 
both CFRDTM and  -HATM provide the convergent series solutions with easily determinable 
components without using any perturbation, linearization or limiting assumptions. The 
numerical simulations illustrate that the results attained with the aid of q-HATM are more 
exact in comparison with the results achieved by using CFRDTM. Further,  -HATM controls 
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and manipulates the series solution, which quickly converges to the exact solution in a short 
permissible region. Finally, we can conclude the proposed schemes are highly methodical and 
more accurate, and which can be used to analyse nonlinear problems arisen in complex 
phenomena.  
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